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Abstract

The American Continent discover and created of United States
of America have related with European Continent.
The United States of America have represented the
state of immigrants and United Kingdom had special Role in
all of that process. So, We can find the good relations between
united states and European Countries, but these relations
could not prevent competition between them especially in
Latin America. So, United States declared the principle of
Monroe to limit the European influence in Latin America.
But, due the complication of relations between United
States and European Countries in all aspects economical,
political and Security Fields make United States have related
with political changes which has happened in Europe and
these actions pushed United States to inter fear in two world
wars.
When the World War II finished and the victory which
achieved to the benefit of United States couple of super power
raised in international environment, both of them have huge
capabilities but in the same time they have different ideology
and these super powers were United States and Soviet Union
Therefore the cold war world was created. So, this challenge
established for United States the argument to increase it's
influence in European Continent according to this war one of
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the important results is the security of United States became
effected by the nature of dangerous which threat its interests,
It is very necessary to prevent the soviet extend via
established of (Nato) to promote it's vivacious interest in
international environment.
According to that Nato the necessity organization to
face the dangerous and potentialities to promote its influence
in Europe and Nato have considered strategic reflect to
American directions also have represented strategic deepness
for national security of United States.
The relations between United States and European
Countries didn't remain on one level in cold war so we find
four levels for this relation, In the first level European totally
depended on United States but in the second hand we found
mutual suspects between them, so to pass these suspects
there was level. finally in fourth level which concluded the
level of stability.
After the Soviet Union Collapse and disappear the
communism system, the argument of Nato exist was erasure,
however, United States have worked to existence the Nato and
employ it to serve United States goals, America have worked
to increase the Nato members and extend it's functions, the
territory which covered by it, change it's strategic concept and
transfer from defense about security of members to the
defense about interest of it's members.
In the world after the cold war United States realized
that military existence in foreign environment is necessity to
deterrence the aggression and face the regional power, So
Nato have worked to assure military exist in foreign
environment, Matter which makes the European participation
more activity with United States and have worked to forbid
the separation between European security and American
security, The matter which guaranty the leadership role for
USA in Europe and create the unit of situation in political and
military fields to assurance the USA domination in Europe,
Nato have worked to contain potential power in future to limit
the independent orientations and increase the European will
depend on the Nato as a security umbrella.
The extension of Nato present favour for USA economic
progress further then provide the opportunity to exist in east
Europe and control on Energy areas.
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The existence of Nato is considered one of the
important American tools to impose it's ideal in the whole
world as (Globalization).
USA have always worked to contain all independent
programs in security fields, So the steps of Nato were coming
first while other European steps came lately the matter which
make Nato active more than other European programs,
further more, there are many views probably can present
clearly picture about the relations between USA and Europe
and these views as follows:
(1)
Continuous domination of USA on the relations
between them.
(2)
View of diverting in relations between USA and
Europe which conclude the collapse of Nato.
(3)
View of balance of interests between the sides of
Atlantic Ocean, Finally we thinks the third view, and it is
preponderance to realization of others.

